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jurisdiction were joined. Besides, its financial department
had increased to such an extent that it was finally split up
into independent offices directly under the Emperor's control.
It seems that the intention to do away with the former
decentralization and the independence which was its conse-
quence played an important part in these developments.
The reduction of the size of the Empire, especially after the
Arab conquests, made a strong policy of centralization easier.
The gradual dissolution of the all too influential central
office of the Magister Officiorum is in keeping with this
general policy. The duties of the Lord Chamberlain, the
Praepositus Sacri Cubiculiy were also divided up and carried
out by different independent officials. The names of the
offices which had thus disappeared remained as titles of
rank. While Latin was very much in the background in the
naming of the effective offices for which the uniform Greek
official language was used, yet a relatively large number of
Latin names was retained among the titles of rank. At the
beginning of the tenth century there were fourteen such
titles, and accordingly there were fourteen classes of rank,
apart from those reserved for members of the imperial
family and for the eunuchs of the Court. The highest rank
was that of a Magister\ then followed the Patricii Anthypatoi,
a revival of the Greek name for proconsul; then the Patricii^
and so on down to the rank of a former prefect (Apo Epar-
chon) or of a general (Stratelates}. The privileged position of
those personally serving at Court is reflected in the prece-
dence granted to eunuchs over others of equal rank. Apart
from his official designation, as a rule every higher official
bore such a title of rank, which was conferred on him by the
Emperor in a ceremonial audience: a diploma or sign of rank
(brabeion) was given him to be held for life. A Magister
received a tunic interwoven with golden threads, a cloak
laced with gold, and a belt set with precious stones. The
Spatharii wore a sword with a golden hilt. Others received
specially designed necklaces.
The offices were conferred by an order from the imperial
Cabinet. The Emperor alone controlled appointments,
promotions, and dismissals. The prospect of promotion and
with it a rise in rank and salary was the chief way of en-

